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Mystery of Life and Universe solved! Answer: “LOVE”
“Holy Grail” of science finally discovered
Reichi Yoshita

known as Fuller domes, and
architect of the United States
Pavilion at the 1967 Expo
Said to be the “Holy Grail of
in Montreal, Canada.
Science,” unification of the
According to Hoerdt, frontier
four forces of Nature, namely
science claims that before
Gravity, Electromagnetism,
material or physical Universe
the Strong Force, and the
Weak Force (in the atom), was was born, Consciousness
finally achieved by a German- reigned. In the beginning,
Japanese architect, E.S. Hoerdt, before the Big Bang, there was
nothing: no-thing. And out of
residing in Tokyo, Japan.
Asked how, as a non-scientist, this nothing, void, vacuum,
he was able to achieve the feat, our Universe was born through
some sort of Consciousness,
Hoerdt replied, “Probably
because I am not a scientist by Intent, Will. If such were true,
was this Consciousness, Intent,
profession.”
Will benevolent, or malevolent?
“Daire to be Naive!” was the
His answer, benevolent. Why?
inspiration he received from
his mentor, Buckminster Fuller, Because to him everything in
known as Leonardo da Vinci of this Universe suggests to be so.
the 20th century and developer “Many years ago, I was in
a serious car accident and
of geodesic domes, popularly
damaged my neck and shoulders
very badly. I visited both large,
general hospital as well as
small clinic doctors, sports
masseurs, chyropractitioners,
acupuncturists, even so-called
new-age healers, but no one
was able to help me.
One doctor even told me that
Fuller dome at the 1967 Expo in Montreal I would never heal. Desperate,

STAFF WRITER
---------------------------------------------------

I visited one last doctor,
relatively young and practicing
oriental medicine. The first time
I met him, he told me,
‘Mr. Hoerdt, there are two
Forces working in this Universe:
Life Force and Healing Force.
Needless to say, Life is a
miracle; and there is another
Force working to keep this Life
Force intact, and it is the
Healing Force, another miracle.
Therefore, you need not worry.
Believe me, you will be healed.’
I believed him, and I was
healed.” Hoerdt continues,
“Ayurveda, the Indian ‘Science
of Life,’ practically teaches
the same. We are designed
and programmed (by our DNA,
our Memory) to stay healthy.
Incredible as it is, we live our
daily lives without any pain,
and we realize the wealth of
health only when we become ill.
And it is only when we lose this
Memory that we become ill.
Therefore, in order to gain back
health, all one needs to do is to
restore this Memory.
Hoerdt also mentions two
scientists by the name of

Nobel Prize guaranteed?
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Lorentzen and Waynestock
respectively who have come up
with a similar theory.
They theorize that our body
cells communicate by means
of water, and when this
communication breaks down,
we become ill.
How to regain health? Simply
restore cell communication.
To help this process, they have
developed what they call
“Micro-clustered Water,”
which when consumed by our
body functions, help restore
cell communication to restore
health.
Scientists are able to “catch”
and show on computer screens
various “waves” or “vibrations”
travelling through space.
Basically there are “good
waves,” called coherent, and
“bad waves,” called incoherent.
Good, coherent waves appear
as prettily patterned sine waves,
while bad, incoherent waves
show no discernible pattern and
are not pretty.
Dr. Masaru Emoto of Japan
treats similar phenomena as
such coherent and incoherent
waves and has become worldfamous for publishing
photographs of water crystals.
Emoto pastes labels with
certain words written on them

onto test tubes filled with water,
facing the words to the water.
For words such as “Love,”
“Thank you,” “Beautiful,”
the water forms beautiful
crystals. For words such as
“Hate,” “Fool,” and “Ugly,”
water forms no crystals, and
the results are not beautiful.
Hoerdt was diagnosed with
prostate cancer about six years
ago. “All the doctors
I consulted said the same,
to have surgery, take chemo
and/or radiation therapy
immediately. Knowing such
practice only weakens one's
immune system to fight the
disease, I refused, and instead
frequented a certain enzyme
bath introduced by a client/
friend of mine whose wife
cured herself of breast cancer
through this procedure.
All cancer and other deadly
diseased patients who have
overcome their illnesses say
in unison, ‘Just think of happy
things, laugh a lot, enjoy life,
live positively, and you will be
fine.’ I followed their advice
and am now living healthily,
my cancer under control,
if not gone completely.
Positive thinking brings
positive results.
Our mental environment (mind)

has the power to even change
our body (DNA) , our physical
nature. Evidently, our Universe,
which I have come to call
GOoD DESIGN, is heading
toward the good, the right,
the beautiful. Our Universe,
GOoD DESIGN, is positive,
and ultimately Good will
prevail over Evil. As such,
I am convinced that, after all,
it is Love that initially ignited
and ultimately will unify the
four Forces of Nature, namely
Gravity, Electromagnetism,
the Strong and the Weak Forces
in the atom. Why? Because I do
not know any Force stronger
than Love.” Hoerdt concludes,
“Love is the Source and the
Generator of GOoD DESIGN.
Our Universe, GOoD DESIGN,
is nothing but an evolution of Love.
GOoD DESIGN=
LOVE・EVOLUTION.
Science has taught me that Love
is not only a biological necessity,
but a spiritual as well as a
physical necessity.
As such, Love is the unifying
Force of the four forces of
Nature.”
For full text of original article, go to
http://edward.net/wp/wp-content/uploads/
2015/03/Tama-U-PPT-texted-Eng.pdf
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